
Class Title:  Action Shooting – Range Runners: This 2 hour session emphasizes fundamental skill development where shooters are required to combine 
speed and accuracy against a wide array of targets in a professional, safe, and challenging environment.

Location: Sharpshooters Indoor Range (8194M Terminal Road, Lorton VA). 

Class Design: This course combines the best practices of USPSA and IDPA, but tailors them to shooters who are primarily interested in skill development 
far beyond what can be accomplished alone on a static range.  In each session we’ll fire four different and challenging courses of fire against multiple 
targets while incorporating movement between firing points and shooting behind barricades.  This dynamic environment solidifies basic fundamentals 
while elevating proficiency under the stress of simulated competition.  Professional Range Officers will demonstrate the skills needed to conduct each 
stage and provide instruction as required. Shooters receive feedback through individual scores on each stage, which are based on total time required to 
engage all targets (modified IDPA scoring).    

Class Size:  This class is limited to 12 clients, who will be divided into two squads of 6.  Both squads will shoot different stages simultaneously on 
different parts of the range in order to maximize shooting time. 

Cost: Costs differ based on one of two registration options: (1) Bring your own gun, ammo, holster, and safety equipment or (2) all inclusive – gun, 
holster, and safety equipment rental with 100 rounds of ammo provided by Gun Whisperer.  See the specific event description for details. 

Recommended Equipment: Eye and ear protection is mandatory.  2 magazines are required, but 3 are recommended. Strong-side hip holsters are 
preferred.  Strong-side Thigh holsters or concealed-carry holsters are permitted, but cross-draw, ankle, and shoulder holsters are forbidden.  Shooters 
without holsters are permitted to start each stage from the “low ready” position.  

Registration: Pre-event registration through the website is required to participate.  Registrations will be processed in the order received. Email 
howard@gunwhisperer.org or call 949-212-2291 for additional details. 
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